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Realtors’ Association Pledges Support for Board’s CPD Move 

T 
he Realtors’ Association of Ja-

maica (RAJ) threw its support 

behind the Real Estate Board’s 

introduction of Continuing Pro-

fessional Development, saying, “we 

welcome this initiative and hereby 

pledge to do all we can to ensure its 

timely and seamless introduction.” 

 The endorsement was deliv-

ered by the Association’s Manager, 

Irene Ming-Hughes, who was bringing      

remarks on behalf of the president, 

Edwin Wint, at a public forum put on 

by the Real Estate Board.  The forum 

was held on Thursday September 7, 

2017, at the Girl Guides Association of 

Jamaica to address the Board’s intro-

duction of Continuing Professional 

Development. 

 The RAJ Manager indicated 

that the Association was not only in 

support of, but was equally cognizant 

of the value of CPD to the industry.  

“The Realtors’ Association of Jamai-

ca…will be working closely with the 

Board and Management to ensure 

that the requirements of our members 

are met.  An effective CPD programme 

will have a positive impact on all of us 

given that fully trained and committed 

real estate practitioners will be need-

ed to meet the needs of our well-

informed clients,” Mrs. Ming-Hughes 

explained.    

 The Forum’s main presenter, 

Chief Executive Officer of the Real   

Estate Board, Sandra Watson-Garrick, 

explained that real estate practitioners 

would be joining a long and growing 

list of professionals who are required 

to continuously improve and update 

their skills by  engaging in some form 

of  organised training.  The regulatory 

body of that profession typically man-

dates the hours or credits required, 

the time period over which they must 

be obtained, and where these hours or 

credits may be acquired. 

 Mrs. Watson-Garrick insisted 

that “CPD is a personal responsibility 

of professionals to keep their 

knowledge and skills current, in order 

to deliver the highest quality of service 

that safeguards the public and meets 

the expectations of customers and the 

requirements of their profession.”  

During her presentation, she also 

made references to other countries 

and states in the US that mandate 

CPD for Real Estate professionals.   

 Real Estate practitioners will 

be required to do at least twenty (20) 

hours of such courses every two years, 

which will consist of eight (8) hours of 

mandatory courses and twelve (12) 

hours of optional courses.   

Courses offered by the Board 

will be held at its Real Estate Training 

Institute.  

 

Real Estate Board CEO, Sandra Watson-Garrick, listens attentively to a query by an attendee 

at their Public Forum on Continuing Professional Development, Thursday September 7, 2017 

at the Girl Guides Association of Jamaica 
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I would like to use this Forum to 

thank our professionals and clients 

who supported our various training 

sessions and public education   ses-

sions over the past quarter.  
 I was delighted with the turn-

out of the industry to our Continuing 

Professional Development (CPD) 

Forum on Thursday September 7 at 

the Girl Guides Association.  I hope 

and trust we were able to have an 

open and honest conversation on 

the tremendous value of CPD, to the 

industry and from here I look for-

ward to the support of the practition-

ers in taking up the courses on offer.   

 Thanks also to the persons 

who supported the latest Anti-money 

Laundering Session.  We are very 

near to full participation with our 

active practitioners and this latest 

session, along with the one slated 

for October 3, is our effort to facili-

tate those have not been able to do 

an AML session to date.  I will      

remind that, by law, AML training is a     

requirement for all in the industry as 

we seek to protect the integrity and 

reputation of those who practice.  
 Finally, I continue to be 

grateful to those who support our 

Annual Returns workshops, the    

latest of which was held of Thursday 

September 21. Compliance with this 

requirement remains woefully inade-

quate, despite the efforts of the 

Board.  These trainings are on-going 

and usually free of cost to those who 

are interested in the steps neces-

sary to file annual    returns.  This 

process which is relatively simple, is 

another means of identifying prob-

lems in a strata, before they become 

systemic.  
 You may have heard in the 

media and read herein, that The  

Real Estate Board is in the early 

stages of driving legislation that will 

allow us to monitor and regulate  

gated-communities.  This is another 

effort by the government to put in 

place a mechanism that can assist 

proprietors who enter into a shared-

expense living agreements but oth-

ers fail to honour their commitment.   
 Once again, we remind our 

clients to keep abreast of our web-

site and Facebook for updates and 

information related to the entity as 

well as course and CPD information.  

We have also instituted a new auto-

mated phone system which our cli-

ents should find more helpful, espe-

cially outside of office hours.  As al-

ways we welcome your comments 

and feedback on any issue within 

our remit.  

Sandra Watson  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

CEO’s  
MESSAGE 

 INTERESTED IN BECOMING A  

 REAL ESTATE DEALER? 
       

                         Contact the REAL ESTATE BOARD   
                         to formally register your interest. 
 

             A PRE-LICENCING DEALER Course will be scheduled  
                    after sufficient persons have registered.   
             

                                    926-9748-9|920-2950|960-9287 
                          633-1292|350-6761 (Training Institute) 
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  Information for practitioners  
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  ...and much more 

www.facebook.com/realestateboardja/ 

...own a small piece of paradise  

       Timeshare                

The Real Estate Board has responsibility for determining all  

applications for Timeshare licences in Jamaica.   

Contact us to register your property  

     info@reb.gov.jm    |   (876)926-9748/9  |  http://timeshare.reb.gov.jm     
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▲ CEO, Sandra Watson-Garrick and CSC Inspectorate - Manager, Ainsworth Norton 

answer questions during a  JIS Think Tank session on , Wednesday August 9, 

2017.  

▲ Mercede Scott, Audit Inspector, Commission of Strata Corporations, 

responds to a question during a training session on the filing of  Annual 

Returns, September 21, 2017.  

◄ Mrs. Berdie Dixon 

Da ley ,  D i rec to r —

Financial Intelligence 

Unit, Financial Investi-

gations Division (FID) 

of the Ministry of    

Finance & Planning, 

during her presenta-

tion at the Anti-Money 

Laundering Training on 

Thursday September 

21, 2017.    

▲ Michelle Roberts presents Mrs. Watson-Garrick with a surprise on her birth-

day, also in on the surprise is Ann-Marie Henry-Lewis (August 25, 2017).  

▲ Participants in the September 7, Continuing Professional Devel-

opment Forum, at the registration desk. Seated is Inspectorate  

  Manager, Sonia Graham, beside her is Shelliann Sullivan, CSC     

     Inspector.    
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T 
he Real Estate Board/Commission of Strata Corpo-

rations is inviting the industry to assist the Strath-

more Gardens Children’s Home, having taken it on 

as a social project.   

The project is spearheaded by the entity’s Staff Engage-

ment and Corporate Outreach (SECO) Committee.  On   

September 6 the Board’s CEO, along with SECO members, 

visited the Spanish Town, St. Catherine facility to meet with 

the wards and staff, and more importantly, identify the 

needs of the institution.  These needs include food, toilet-

ries, paint and paint supplies.       

 The facility is a privately owned and operated 

home for children, providing care for approximately forty 

(40) children, typically up to age 13 years.  The Home also   

provides early childhood and special needs education on-

site, through its Leigh’s Learning Centre. 

 Like many private child care facilities in Jamaica, it        

survives on a modest stipend from the government, but 

mainly through the kind assistance of private donor groups 

and individuals.   

 The Board is no stranger to social welfare projects.  

In February 2016, it made a substantial donation of food 

and toiletries to the St. Monica’s Home for the Elderly, in 

White Marl, St. Catherine, through the donation of staff and 

the organisation.  This was a follow-up to an earlier project 

which involved paving a portion of the outside area.   

 “Despite the fiscal constraints of both staff and the 

organization, we do make an attempt to assist socially in 

whatever small way we can.  It is always important for us to 

realise that regardless of our own personal circumstances, 

there are those who are far more in need and once we real-

ise this, we must find a way to assist others who are partic-

ularly vulnerable. That is the kind of organisational culture 

we want to build,” CEO, Sandra Watson-Garrick explained.   

 A gift box has been placed in the lobby area of the 

Board’s Trafalgar Road head office, where interested      

persons can donate tinned food, dried goods and other non

-perishables, along with toiletries such as tissue, tooth-

paste, soap and wipes.  Persons may also donate paint and 

paint supplies such as brushes and rollers.  

 “It is our intent to present these items, along with 

items donated by staff, to the Home on a date set aside to 

do so,” explained SECO Chairperson, Sherri-Gay Douglas 

Grandison.  “While we want to address their immediate 

physical needs, we want to leave a tangible mark by paint-

ing and doing any other physical tasks our time and       

abilities will allow,” she added.  

REB set to assist Children’s Home 
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O 
rganisations that are serious about success 

agree on one main thing – it is necessary to 

measure effectiveness. The ability to assess 

the performance of the business and the   

employees that drive it is indispensable. However, 

where many stumble is in deciding how best to make 

that determination. Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) 

experts have spent many years (decades even!) fine 

tuning this process of deciding on whether an organisa-

tion is being effective. 

 It started with just looking at the basic num-

bers; the output – “the amount of something produced 

by a person, machine, or industry”. How many trees 

were planted last year? How many licenses were grant-

ed this month? How many cars were sold this week? All 

of these are important facts to track; and for some, like 

that salesman at your car dealership, it may be the 

most important one! 

 However, one day someone asked the question, 

“so what?!” The target might have been attained, but 

what does that really mean for the organisation, the 

goal, the industry? It was then that the focus began 

shifting to the outcome – “the way a thing turns out; a 

consequence”. It is awesome that approximately 1.6 

billion trees are planted in America each year, but 

based on the fact that an estimated 3.5-7 billion are 

cut down annually, of what consequence is that 1.6? 

What will the eventual outcome be if both of those 

trends continue? 

 The answer to that question may allow the pre-

diction of an outcome, but more is required if the intent 

is to have an impact – “a marked effect or influence”. If 

we determine that our ultimate goal is to make a 

change, every decision has to be guided by whether it 

will have a marked effect and whether we can measure 

that   effect.  

 The question asked in the title, therefore, must 

always be met with another one – “what is your        

ultimate goal?” 

Output, Outcome, or Impact…Where Should My Focus Be? 

Randell Bailey,  

Corporate Planning Analyst 
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Legislation is in the works for the Real Estate 

Board/Commission of Strata Corporations (REB/CSC) to be 

given the responsibility for gated communities. Speaking 

at a JIS ‘Think Tank’ recently, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at 

the REB/CSC, Sandra Watson Garrick, explained that most 

gated communities have shared expenses, and, therefore, 

experience similar problems as Strata Corporations, such as 

persons not paying maintenance fees; disputes between   

parties; and general communal living issues.  

 “There are some strata corporations that have more 

than one strata corporation development on the property, 

and so they share expenses,” Mrs. Watson Garrick noted. 

 She said that, currently, the Registration Strata Titles 

Act only speaks to each Strata Corporation, but does not   

address the shared expenses that more than one would 

have.    

 Therefore, Mrs. Watson Garrick said that if the pro-

prietors refuse to contribute to the overall goodwill or expens-

es of the development, there is nothing forcing them to do 

that.                                                    . 

 She further explained that in most cases, if the de-

velopers of the gated communities are savvy, they make pur-

chasers sign an agreement; however, if there is no compli-

ance they would need to take them to court. These are the 

issues that the legislation will address.                  . 

 The CEO said that the REB/CSC is currently contract-

ing someone to do the legal research and drafting instruc-

tions for the legislation.                         . 

 In the meantime, she said that if strata owners feel 

aggrieved with anything to do with their corporation, they can 

report it to the CSC, so that the Commission can assist in 

resolving the dispute.                       . 

 She is also encouraging persons to access the pur-

chasers’ guide that the CSC has published when purchasing 

real estate for the first time.                    . 

 “If you have any real estate queries please come to 

us first, and not just when you have gotten yourselves into 

trouble, as it is easier for us to prevent the problems than to 

correct them,” she said. 

The Real Estate Board says it was able to prevent home    

purchasers losing over $14 billion in deposits on new devel-

opments in the 2015-2016 financial year.                          . 

 The figure was revealed in its annual report tabled in 

parliament on Tuesday.              . 

 The Real Estate Board says during the 2015-2016 

financial year it monitored and completed 344 visits to devel-

opment schemes while they were under construction, to    

ensure that developers met their contractual obligations to 

purchasers.                     . 

 The Board says this was a huge task, as a number of 

developers experienced financial difficulty which necessitat-

ed more frequent visits by the Board.                    . 

 And it says it had to rely on its Charge to protect the 

deposits of 1,167 purchasers in the 2015-2016 financial 

year.                   . 

 These depositors had invested US$59.9    million 

and 7.3 billion Jamaican dollars in deals that went bad.                      

. 

                                         (Continued on the next page) 

Jamaica Information Service |  August 21, 2017 

Tomeica Gunn 

Law Coming for Gated Communities 
to be Controlled by REB/CSC 

Homebuyers saved from losing 
$14B, says Real Estate Board  
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Images of waterlogged or wind-whipped homes in Houston 

and Southern Florida might give a would-be homebuyer 

pause for thought - but new data actually shows the exact 

opposite: The threat of natural disaster does not deter 

Americans from moving to the riskiest areas.                      .   

 Analysis from ATTOM Data Solutions found that 

price appreciation in cities it identified as being at the 

most risk for one or more type of natural hazard - earth-

quakes, floods, hail, hurricane storm surge, tornadoes, 

and wildfires - rose twice as fast as prices in low-risk loca-

tions over the past five years. 

 “The risk of natural disaster has not become 

enough of a deterrent for buyers to really have squelched 

demand at this point,” said Daren Blomquist, Senior Vice 

President at ATTOM. “There are still plenty of buyers who 

are interested in purchasing in high-risk areas, even in 

high-risk flood zones,” he said. 

 

Waterfront Living 

“There may well be a possible correlation between the at-

tractiveness of a place and its risk of disaster,” said Chris-

topher Herbert, managing director of the Joint Center for 

Housing Studies, Harvard University. “There are two things 

to factor in — one is that there are other positive aspects 

of these places that outweigh the expected costs of those 

risks. The other is whether or not the markets have been 

very good at factoring those risks into prices,” he said. 

 Two of the biggest threats, storm surge and floods, 

are obviously related to proximity to a body of water — and 

Blomquist noted that river and ocean ports historically 

have been magnets for settlement and development be-

cause of proximity to trade, transportation, tourism and 

the resulting employment opportunities. The Gulf Coast’s 

energy reserves and the West Coast’s more recent devel-

opment as a tech and engineering hub have brought high-

paying jobs to these areas, which can contribute to rising 

prices. 

 

Rent and Mortgage Almost Double in Disaster Zones 

ATTOM data showed that the cities in the top 20 percent 

for natural disaster risks also have the highest average 

pr ice for s ingle - fami ly  homes,  averaging 

$538,800,compared to the $270,336 average home price 

in the lowest-risk quintile. 

This isn’t just taking place in the home-buying market. Re-

al estate experts who focus on the rental market say they 

observe the same kind of increases. 

 “We definitely see a similar dynamic,” said Ryan 

Severino, chief economist at JLL, a real estate services 

and investment management company. “If you look at the 

top 15 to 20 apartment markets over the past six or seven 

calendar years, you see a lot of those are in places where 

there’s a higher probability of natural disasters.” 

 Cheryl Young, senior economist at Trulia.com sug-

gested that this summer’s especially destructive hurricane 

season could have an impact on this trend going forward.  

“Just the media attention and the devastation,” she said. 

“When you think about people putting a large amount of 

their savings and investing in this huge asset, they might 

pull back a bit.”  

The Board says without its intervention those purchasers 

would have lost all of their deposits.                         

 Meanwhile, the Board noted that over the period it 

received 13 complaints made against Real Estate Developer. 

 The issues outlined in these complaints against de-

velopers related to purchasers not being issued with titles 

after full or majority payment of purchase costs; dissatisfac-

tion with completed developments; breaches of covenants; 

failure to add amenities which were advertised as part of the 

developments and incomplete developments.                      . 

 The Board says during investigation, it was also    

observed that many developers failed to supply reports from 

qualified professionals to quantify the amount of work done 

before using purchasers’ money as outlined in the Real    

Estate (Dealers and Developers) Act. 

 In some instances, developers failed to report trust 

account information and provide pre-payment contracts and, 

therefore, robbed the Real Estate Board of the opportunity to 

properly monitor these developments. 

 However, the Board says it is experiencing challeng-

es prosecuting developers for some of the breaches, as some 

purchasers are overseas, among other challenges. 

Homebuyers saved … 
(continued from previous page) 

The Gleaner | September 14, 2017 

 

Home Prices in Disaster-
Prone Parts of the Country 
Are Rising 

NBC News | Sept 22, 2017 | Martha C. White  
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T 
he Commission of Strata Corporations was    

established in January 2010 with its mandate 

firmly entrenched in the Registration (Strata   

Titles) Amendment Act (the “Act”).  The purpose 

for which it was established was to ensure that a suita-

ble mechanism or organization exists to deal effectively 

with the   affairs of strata corporations through their 

monitoring, regulating and supervising capacities. 

 Monitoring, regulating and supervising commu-

nal living not only relates to multiple individuals occupy-

ing a common space, but also the inevitable conflicts 

originating from the human persona which arises 

through close human existence.  Thus the mandate of 

the Commission is also to facilitate the resolution of 

disputes between the strata corporation as a collective 

and the individual proprietor in respect of what pertains 

to the Act. 

 Various matters have come to the Commission 

for resolution over the years which primarily relate to 

breaches of the by-laws and in some instances breach-

es of the Act.  The Commission has heard matters relat-

ing to an owner keeping pets within the strata corpora-

tion as well as proprietors keeping derelict vehicles in 

the common areas.  The majority of cases however,   

relate to proprietors’ refusal or neglect to pay contribu-

tions levied on their units to maintain the common are-

as.  These appear to be matters for which the proprietor 

is the respondent.  However, cases have been brought 

to the Commission in relation to the refusal of a strata 

corporation to make the Books of Accounts available to 

the proprietor against the dictates of the by-laws. 

 A proprietor or the corporation can make an   

application to the Commission for Dispute Resolution 

and Order by utilizing the appropriate form and paying 

the prescribed fee.  The dispute resolution facility allows 

for the “airing” of a single issue on an application to the 

Commission.  It is a voluntary process in which each 

party has the right to be represented by an attorney.   

 On application, every effort is made to have a 

consensus on a date for a meeting wherein each party 

to the dispute is invited to a meeting and is engaged 

with the trained Inspectors of the Commission.  Partici-

pation in the process by both parties is of the utmost            

                            importance in arriving at an agreed    

                                                         solution.  The matter  

                                                         will be thrown out if  

                                                           the party filing the  

                                                          application refuses or  

                                                         fails to attend three  

                                                         consecutive sched- 

                                                         uled meetings called   

                                                       by the Commission  

                                                     of which they were  

                                                   advised.  However, if the  

                                                   respondent fails to attend 

                                                  t 

 

 

                                             

Promoting Harmonious Living through Dispute Resolution  

Continued on the next page 
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three scheduled meetings of which they had been               

advised, then the Commission reserves the right to hear the 

matter in their absence.  This is especially so in cases where 

a breach of the by-laws or of the Act is concerned.   

 It must be borne in mind that the dispute resolution 

mechanism is not a court and therefore the awarding of cost, 

in relation to attending these sessions, is not within the Com-

mission’s jurisdiction to determine.  The collection of the pre-

scribed fee assists with defraying the cost of processing of 

the application but in no way is considered payment for the 

service offered. 

 The Commission is desirous of 

seeing harmonious coexistence within 

strata corporations in fulfilment of its ma-

date, while laying the framework for the 

development of future strata communities. 

 

 

The Commission has heard 

matters relating to an owner 

keeping pets within the   

strata corporation as well as 

proprietors keeping   derelict 

vehicles in the common     

areas.  The majority of cases  

however, relate to proprie-

tors’ refusal or neglect to 

pay contributions...     Ainsworth Norton 

Manager—Inspectorate  

Commission of Strata Corporations  
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What songs have you completely memorized? 

Lil Kim’s “The Jump Off”, Usher’s Yeaah (featuring Lil’ 

Jon & Ludacris), Erykah Badu’s 4 Leaf Clover, NSYNC’s 

Space Cowboy (Yippie-Yi-Yay), Missy Elliot’s Gossip Folks 

(featuring Ms. Jade & Ludacris), Nas and Damian 

Marley’s Strong Will Continue, Luther Vandross’ If It Ain’t 

One Thing (featuring Foxy Brown), Vybz Kartel’s Picture 

This, Beenie Man’s King of the Dancehall, Elvis Presley’s 

Can’t Help Falling In Love, Bonnie Raitt’s I Can’t Make 

You Love Me…it’s a long list but those are some songs I 

can readily think of which are completely etched in my 

brain. 

 

When people come to you for help, what do they usually 

want help with? 

Life – relationships, spirituality, matters of the heart, 

work, places to go (especially for dining), where to get 

(certain) things to buy... It’s a long list [lol].  My friends 

refer to me as their “Go-to-Girl”. But people usually need 

a rational and new perspective on issues in order to 

move forward when they come to me. 

 

What are some small things that make your day better? 

I have the best days when I wake up in time to see the 

sun rise and get the opportunity to see sun set; seeing 

the moon rise before going to bed (I stay up for moon 

rise when the moon is waxing) definitely makes all my 

days better.  

What are you interested in that most people haven’t 

heard of? 

Frisson Music: 

Frisson (free-sawn) is the French word for ‘shiver’ which 

is a sensation somewhat like shivering, usually cause by 

stimuli other than cold. In this context, it is often used to 

describe the goosebumps experienced when listening to 

music (also referred to as a skin orgasm). You see, ever 

so often I will listen to music (or hear someone sing) and 

my skin would break out in goosebumps, yet I didn’t 

quite understand the science behind it. After conducting 

some research and gaining better understanding, I find 

that I pay keener attention to when I experience frissons, 

focusing on the aspects of the song(s) which may have 

triggered this response.  

 

What’s the farthest you’ve ever been from home? 

Canada’s CN Tower because at that height (1,815.3 ft), I 

can’t think of anywhere else. 

 

What could you give a 40-minute presentation on with 

absolutely no preparation? 

The importance of communication. 

 

What is something you think everyone should do at least 

once in their lives?  

Travel! (especially outside of Jamaica). Once given that 

opportunity, everyone should do so . It is fascinating to 

 Deidre-Ann Johnson 

Senior Secretary  
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Let’s Meet…(Continued from previous page) 

see how other people live, think and experience life. 

 

What’s your dream car? 

I don’t have a dream car. It’s not something I think about. 

But if forced to consider it, I’d go with a Benz of some kind. 

 

What is something that a lot of people are obsessed with 

but you just don’t get the point of? 

Game of Thrones. It was just too slow for me; I don’t see 

what makes it so great. 

 

If all jobs had the same pay and hours, what job would you 

like to have? 

Translating English-French/French-English work. And by 

translating I am referring to written work as Interpretation is 

used for oral communication. 

 

How different was your life one year ago? 

VERY DIFFERENT! A year ago I didn’t think: 

I’d have visited Canada twice in less than a year (winter 

and summer were two disparate experiences), 

That my sister would be living in Barbados, 

That I’d be so interested in photography.  

Yet, here we are! 

 

What website do you visit most often? 

Youtube – it meets all my music, documentary, motivation-

al talks, tv show/movie previews, and sometimes even 

movie watching needs (in order of importance). 

 

What is the most impressive thing you know how to do? 

Move one ear at a time while doing a headstand. 

 

Who is / was your most interesting friend? 

My most interesting friend is one of my best friends,  

Romain Matthews. 

 

What was the most memorable gift you’ve received? 

My most memorable gift would be living to experience my 

26th birthday. [Why?] Because I got everything I prayed for; 

a full moon on the night of, and a NikonD3400 camera. It’s 

been my ‘favoritest’ birthday to date! 

 

What are three interesting facts about you? 

1. I often dream in French. 

2. I don’t believe in coincidences or randomness. I believe 

there’s always a reason for something taking place or a 

sponsoring thought (a thought behind the thought). 

3. I have an unhealthy love for tuna and ackee. I could eat 

them every day, all day. 
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Team REB celebrated the ‘Emanci-Pendence’ period with office decoration in the  

Jamaican colours (in addition to the colour red added this year to signify vibes and crea-

tivity.  The activities on Friday August 4 included a Culture and History quiz, Jingle, Poetry, 

and anthem competitions.  Here are some scenes from the celebration.   

 1  2 

 3 

4  

 5 

1. With Corporate Planning Analyst, Randell Bailey, acting as  quiz-

master, teams/departments squared-off in a ‘school-challenge’ quiz 

style competition.    

2. This unique Jamaican flag which was mounted in the lobby-area, is 

a paper-based, hand-crafted artwork.  The piece is accented with hi-

biscus in the middle, and two traditionally dressed persons wearing 

the Jamaican colours,and bandana print fabric. Other areas of the 

lobby are draped in Jamaican colours. 

3. John Brooks, Data Processing Officer in full character as he per-

forms the classic ‘Muta’ piece “Dis Poem” 

4. Corporate Affairs Manager, E. Elaine Gordon, in the classic bandana 

print does a famous Ms. Lou piece.  

5. Inspector, Chevelle Campbell, performing in the jingle competition, 

while showing off her fancy footwork. 

The Real  Estate  Journal  
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It is inevitable that at some point in your career, you will 

come in contact with a difficult colleague. However, the most 

complexed part of dealing with a difficult colleague is based 

on how you react to that person. Depending on your personal-

ity, you may be the type of individual who prefers to confront 

others and speak your mind frankly. Or you may be the more 

passive type of person, preferring to avoid conflict and ignore 

the aggressor. However, both reactions can have negative 

consequences. In confrontation, tempers may flare and the 

problem may worsen. The fact is that when two people argue, 

both will be considered to be at fault if the discussion gets 

out of control. However, not taking any action is equally detri-

mental. In ignoring the difficult co-worker, the person may 

take it as an invitation to continue being obstructive. Your 

silence may even be interpreted as a passive aggressive act, 

further fuelling the problem. With both reactions ultimately 

resulting in consequence, how then do we address a difficult 

co-worker?  The following are tips which may be applied to 

such situations. 

 

Remain Calm  

The first rule when facing a difficult colleague is to maintain 

your composure; the less reactive you are, the more you will 

be able to use better judgment to handle the situation. 

 When you feel angry or upset with someone, before 

you say something you might later regret, take a deep breath 

and count slowly to ten. In most circumstances, by the time 

you reach ten, you would have figured out a better way of 

communicating the issue, so that you can reduce, instead of 

escalate the problem. If you are still upset after counting to 

ten, take a time out if possible, and revisit the issue after you 

calm down. 

 

Avoid being reactive and making assumptions using personal 

bias 

When you feel offended by a colleague’s words or deeds, 

come up with multiple ways of viewing the situation before 

reacting. The actions of people are motivated by their own 

inner thoughts including their past experiences, opinions, 

beliefs and stress points; their actions are independent of 

you. Avoid personalizing other people's behaviours, so that 

you can perceive their expressions more objectively. Widen-

ing your perspective of a situation can reduce the possibility 

of misunderstanding. 

 As an example, when a colleague steps into the of-

fice with a visible scowl on their face, and they do not greet 

you with a “Good morning”, rather than interpreting their ac-

tions as being directed at you, you can start to put yourself in 

their shoes. It is possible that they are going through some-

thing significant in their life, and they are not coping very well. 

Or even if it is indeed aimed at you, you could choose to visit 

the person at a later time, after carefully weighing your 

thoughts, to enquire if there is a problem. 

 Past experiences may cause others to make unfair 

assumptions about you and react negatively. Calmness is the 

key. Do not be reactive and respond by being equally difficult. 

Take the time to listen to the person to learn more about the 

issue and offer a solution. Through listening you will build 

trust. And by listening, we mean active listening to what 

someone has to say without already forming a counter re-

sponse. Many of us are not really listening; we are just wait-

ing for an opportunity to argue our point.  

 

Separate the Person From the Issue 

In communicating, a difficult colleague can be very strident in 

their response. This can be oftentimes difficult to sit through 

someone who is speaking to you within a tone. However, in 

every communication situation, there are two elements pre-

sent: The relationship you have with this person, and the is-

sue you are discussing. An effective communicator knows 

how to separate the person from the issue, and be soft on 

the person and firm on the issue. Be objective in dealing with 
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Ten Commandments 

A real-estate agent had difficulty getting a listing from a customer 

whose theory was that "there is no substitute for experience." After 

he asked her a third time how many years she had been in the 

business, she told him: "Sir, there is a little-known historical fact 

that Moses brought three tablets down from the mountain-two 

were the Ten Commandments and the other was my real-estate 

license!" She got the listing.  

 

Beautiful Home, $100,000                        . 

A couple sees an ad that says, “Beautiful large home in great 

shape $1,000.”                    . 

 It must be a misprint, but they call anyway.  A lady answers 

and says it’s not a misprint.  They race over and find it’s easily 

worth a million bucks. They ask the seller “what’s the catch?” 

The lady assures the couple there is no catch, but they are leery.    . 

 The lady says, “ok, I’ll tell you the truth… last week my hus-

band informed me that he is leaving me for his secretary. He said I 

could have everything except the proceeds from the sale of the 

house. I agreed and he asked me if I could sell the house while 

he and his new girlfriend hung out in the Caribbean?”        

SOLD! 

 

If you buy a house in Mexico, you don't Peso much.  
 

Q. Why do people take an instant dislike to real estate  

 agents? 

 A. To save time. 
 

Is the down payment to buy an apartment a condo-minimum?  

 

your co-worker. Try to focus on what they are saying, and 

not how they are saying it. Their tone might evoke an 

emotional response from you, as they may make you feel 

disrespected and wanting to react. In focussing on the 

issue at hand, your response will be less heated, and you 

will appear to be cool, collected and in control.  

 The following are good examples of a response 

which focussing on the issue, and not the person: 

 “I want to talk about what is on your mind, but I 

cannot do it when you are yelling. Let us either sit down 

and talk more quietly, or take a time out and come back 

this afternoon.” 

 “I appreciate you putting a lot of time into this 

project. At the same time, I see that three of the ten re-

quirements are still incomplete. Let’s talk about how to 

finish the job on schedule.”   

 “I really want you to come with us. Unfortunately, 

if you are going to be late like the last few times, we will 

have to leave without you.” 

 

Put the Spotlight on Them 

A common pattern with difficult people (especially the 

aggressive types) is that they like to place attention on 

you to make you feel uncomfortable or inadequate. Typi-

cally, they are quick to point out there is something not 

right with you or the way you do things. The focus is con-

sistently on “what is wrong,” instead of “how to solve the 

problem.”  

 This type of communication is often intended to 

dominate and control, rather than to sincerely take care 

of issues. If you react by being on the defensive, you 

simply fall into the trap of being scrutinized, thereby giv-

ing the aggressor more power while she or he picks on 

you with impunity. A simple and powerful way to change 

this dynamic is to put the spotlight back on the difficult 

person, and the easiest way to do so is to ask questions. 

For example: 

Aggressor: “Your proposal is not even close to what I 

need from you.” 

Response: “Have you given clear thought to the implica-

tions of what you want to do?” 

Aggressor: “You’re so stupid.” 

Response: “If you treat me with disrespect I’m not going 

to talk with you anymore. Is that what you want? Let me 

know and I will decide if I want to stay or go.” 

 You must always bear in mind that you do not 

have to attend every battle you are invited to. Calmness 

and a fully thought out strategy of communicating your 

position are key to controlling a situation where a difficult 

interaction threatens to impede work or cause you to be 

upset.   
 

Source: Ten Keys to Handling Difficult and Unreasonable  

People. Preston Ni. Posted Sept 2, 2013    

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/communication-

success/201309/ten-keys-handling-unreasonable-difficult-

people 
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